Gospel of Matthew 17:113
The Voice From the Cloud
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Throughout his gospel account of the ministry of Jesus, the writer of Matthew has been
trying to prove the identity of Jesus to his readers. He has repeatedly tied Jesus to the
fulfillment of numerous O.T. prophesies regarding the coming
Messiah. He has carefully chosen the miracles that he has
included in his account to prove that Jesus had mastery over the
physical realm – over the earth and its most powerful elements like the storms on the Sea of Galilee; over all disease and even
death; and mastery over the heavenly realm where the negative
demonic forces hid themselves sallying forth to work their mischief in the earthly realm and
cause great torment and suffering to humans. The writer shows that Jesus had absolute
authority over any and all demonic forces.
~He is trying to draw of picture for us of who we are actually dealing with. Jesus is the One
who was promised from Eden who would step on and crush Satan, and whose heel Satan
would strike.
~He is the fulfillment of the promise to Abraham and his descendants that they would one
day be a blessing to the whole world.
~He is the one of whom the revered Old Testament prophets wrote of – and He is connected
to, and the continuation of their prophetic spiritual succession.
~And Jesus was divinity – He was, and is, God! THAT would have been inconceivable to
any and every Jew. But the Jewish minds of His disciples and their preconceived notions
about the Messiah were slowly being opened to the fact that God was a surprising God who
was not confined to the notions that the Jewish theologians had about Him. God can do2
whatever He wants within the confines of His uniquely good character.

This passage is a continuation of this task the writer has set himself upon – to prove to future
generations that Jesus was who He led His disciples to believe He was. But this story has it
all! So much symbolism it is overwhelming!
So the story begins with the fact that only three
of the disciples of Jesus accompany Him up the
mountain. It says “high mountain” here, but
there are no really high mountains in the region.
The mountains in the area are more like high
hills, like Rib Mountain by Wausau is not a real mountain – certainly not by Rocky
Mountain range standards - but more like a high hill. But most people in Wisconsin call it a
mountain because it is a high point in Wisconsin. Likewise, there were high hills in Galilee
that would have been referred to by the locals as “mountains”. So the four of them – Jesus
and his trio of the disciples, Peter, James, and John, who were the leaders among the
disciples – climbed the hill together – probably just to get away from the people that were
forever following. The other disciples may have remained behind to provide a distraction
while Jesus and the three snuck off up the hill. The account does not say how much time
passed when they got to the top before there was this terrifying transformation of Jesus! I
say “terrifying” because I think this was such a powerful event that it was having a physical
effect upon the disciples,. *If you have ever been near a lightning strike, you will know that
the air fairly sizzles. The hair on your arms and the back of your neck stands on end. All
your fight or flee responses move into high gear, or they collapse completely leaving you
helplessly rooted in place! The disciples were experiencing a very hair-raising experience
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at this moment. They were afraid, they were mystified, they were wonder-struck!

The face of Jesus became an overpowering sight – bright as the sun! If it
was as bright as the sun they could only glance at Him
but not stare without great pain and even damage to
their eyes. I don’t think that that they would be able to
still see the features of his face if it was that bright.
Light with the brilliance of the sun is blinding and
facial features would normally be lost to the eye in such
an immense volume of light! His clothes also became
the purest white, radiating light, glowing bright! This
is not recorded anywhere in the gospels as having happened before! This
glowing connected Jesus with the descriptions of the visions of God in
the Old Testament, [Dan. 10:4-10] because there was often great and
overpowering light that accompanied those visions or actual
appearances. Remember that when Moses saw back of God up on
Mount Sinai, even though he was covered by the protective hand of
God?! Moses glowed like a dazzling light bulb for days afterward, and
he had to wear protective clothing and stay in his tent until it eventually
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wore off - so that he didn’t cause panic and stampede the people!

Vs. 3 says that after Jesus began radiating light, Moses and Elijah suddenly appeared on site
and the three began talking together in that aura of blinding light. In his parallel accounting
of this incident, Luke adds a few details that Mark and
Matthew neglected to mention. Luke 9:29 says that
Jesus and His three disciples went up the mountain to
pray. Jesus prayed and the disciples slept [vs.32]. It
mentions that the Moses and Elijah were also radiating
glorious light! Luke’s account also is the only gospel
of the three synoptic gospels that informs us what
these three were talking about [vs.31]. So they were
talking about the great and terrible events in Jerusalem
that would end Jesus earthly ministry and bring Him back home to heaven. The disciples
heard all this but they did not understand
It is interesting how these men just appeared out of thin air! They walked through the
barrier between heaven and earth! From the realm that is invisible to our senses into the
realm that we can perceive! Now, we know that our mortal human bodies cannot slip
through the veil that separates the earthly realms from the heavenly realms. But three O.T
men actually did that – Melchizedek, Enoch, and Elijah. But when they transitioned out of
this realm, they were done here. They did not step back through. But then Elijah did, right
here, just this once. But those in the heavenly realms CAN step through into this earthly
realm! The angels do it, and now we see these men, long dead, stepped through from the
heavenly realm into the earthly, an unusual thing to be sure, but it happened!
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How it was known who these men in glorious
white were is a bit of a mystery. Perhaps there
were glad greetings between the three, and the
disciples heard the names of these heavenly men.
But Peter definitely seems to know the identity
of these two who were with Jesus. Which begs
the next question – why these two. Why not
Melchizedek and David, for instance?
[Malachi 4:4,5] - The O.T. text being referenced here is the last two verses of
the O.T.! It seems to me that this is a significant clue! You can see that Moses
is mentioned there and Elijah is also mentioned there. And Peter references this
very passage in Matt. 17:10. So, now your see these O.T. men here bearing
witness to the legitimacy of Jesus! This too is Matthew’s technique of showing
the connection/transition between the Old and the New, with Jesus right in the
middle, in the thick of it! Then there is mention of the the actual moment it
happens (Lk. 9:31), at the cross outside of Jerusalem (and the torn temple veil
on the inside), and that moment which is the culmination and fulfillment of the
O.T. and the beginning of a New and far better covenant with God, is fast
approaching! This is what they were talking over!
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Jesus is the tie-in! He is the dividing
line between the Old and New
Testaments. But He also connects
them. Perhaps a better word to use is
that the person of Jesus indicates a
great transition. There was the before
-time, and then there is the after-time.
There is the age (or epoch) of Law,
and then there is the age (or epoch)
of Grace. But the two epochs are inextricably bound together, and
this great and mysterious incident shows Jesus as the central figure
tying them together, yet representing a transitioning out of the one
and into the next! It was the end of an age in salvations history and
the beginning of another!
The disciples, of course, had no concept of what was going on here.
They would figure it out later, but in that moment they were lost!
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Peter shows the ignorance of what is going on by asking what seems like a very strange
question of Jesus. “Do you think we should build s
helters for the three of you?”. I don’t really get this
particular question.
~Luke excuses him as not knowing what he was saying.
~Some speculate that the 3
disciples thought that Moses and Elijah would stay for
awhile and would need shelter. I doubt that one.
~Others say it is about the feast of tabernacles when all
the Jewish families builds shelters and stay in them for
to remember the provision of the Lord during Israel’s
sojourn in the wilderness when they were totally
dependent upon the Lord for sustenance and when they
basically camped out in temporary makeshift shelters,
or tents for the eight days of the holiday of Sukkoth.
What makes this theory very interesting to me that it is the only holiday that also invites
aliens and foreigners to gather in Jerusalem with all Israel – that they too might know the
Lord. So this could be including the symbolism of that particular Jewish holiday and could
be why Peter’s strange question is included in the account of this important event. That
particular holiday upheld the knowledge that God was interested in the gentiles knowing
Him too! That is huge!
In fact, it was at the end of the feast of Tabernacles week that Jesus stood up in the temple
and made this momentous statement [Jn. 7:37,38]!
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Vs. 5-8 - Then a thick cloud wraps the scene up and
God speaks up and confirms once again His love for
His Son, Jesus. The purpose of the confirmation was
that Jesus was to be listened to! At the sound of the
Lord’s voice, the disciples take a dive – they hit the
ground. *One time when I was just 19, I was walking
in to a Wausau East football game on a Friday night. A
big storm was brewing and suddenly from out of the
night a bolt of lightening hit one of the stadium lighting
poles about 75 feet away from me. I found myself
involuntarily on the ground. Don’t even know how I
got there. The concussive power in the air at a moment
like that is unforgettable! It really is something!
Well, these guys were experiencing something similar. It is not everyday you hear
the voice of Almighty God of the Universe calling out right near you! It must have
been a massive sound to have knocked them down like that, and to have terrified
them as it did!
But – obviously they never forgot what God said! “Listen to Him!”
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I’m going to end here with this thought. The voice of God rever
berates down through through the ages and still commands us “Listen to Him!”. He is not just a poor, pathetic figure headed for
terrible suffering and death! He is also the one who will rise from
the dead in immense power!
The three disciples are lost in all this. They’ve seen something of
unbelievable wonder, but its significance is truly lost on them at
this time! After Jesus tells them to tell no one – and we can assume that includes the other
disciples – until after he is resurrected from the dead, the Gospel of Mark informs us that the
three debate on the way down the hill what Jesus meant by “raised from the dead”. They don’t
seem to have a grasp on the clear language of Jesus – probably because Jesus usually spoke in
metaphors. So what did THIS metaphor refer to. They also spoke of the prophecy that the return
of Elijah must precede the return of the Messiah. Elijah had not died but was taken into the
heavenly realms by angels in horse-driven chariots. So the teachers of the law speculated he was
taken alive because he had to come back to precede the Messiah. Jesus hears them and points to
John the Baptist as being that “Elijah”. John, their contemporary, had arisen to prominence as a
respected, recognized prophet and it was John himself who had clearly pointed to Jesus as the
Promised One - the “Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world”! In fact, it was at the
baptism of Jesus by John that The Voice from heaven had first announced that Jesus was His
beloved Son. Now in this account, it has come full circle and is all being tied together! It is a
“don’t forget” moment! Listen to my Son no matter how outrageous, no matter how
unconventional, and no matter how different His perspective is from everyone else’s perspective!
Just listen to Him, agree with Him, don’t fight Him. He has my full authority to say and do the
things He says and does
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